
Key Indicator – 7.2 
WARD COUNSELING  & STUDENT PROGRESSION REPORT 

 

1. Title of the Practice:  7 
 
Ward Counseling & Student Progression Report 
 

2. Objectives of the Practice 
 

 To monitor the progress of the students in the three years of Under Graduation 

course. 

 Student progression will be recorded in 04 phases: 

1) Entry Level:  includes student background and social profile. 

2) Academic Progression & Mentoring:  it includes the year wise 

record of marks obtained in University Exams. Concerned 

lecturers design their teaching methods accordingly, facilitating 

both fast learners and slow learners to benefit. 

3) Holistic Development: this report includes space to record the 

achievements of students in co-curricular and extra-curricular 

activities. The holistic development of the student is the key 

concern of our institution. 

4) Exit Level: this column incorporates the Alumni details of the 

student like placement or university admission. The institution 

deems it its responsibility to counsel the students even after they 

pass out from Under Graduation course.  

 To help the students to make self assessment and thereby adopt corrective 

measures to streamline their progress. 

 To enable the parent to have knowledge about the trajectory of progress of his 

child. 
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3. The Context 
 

As our institution is located in the outskirts of the city, it attracts students 

from rural and remote areas especially from economically and socially backward 

classes of the social strata. Majority of the students are first generation literates in 

their families. Parents and the society bestow unconditional confidence on the 

educational institutions to chisel the students into perfect shape with academic 

and emotional capabilities. 

In this context, the institution intends to provide a parental, scientific and 

systematic overview of the progress of the students. The institution monitors 

every aspect of the student from academics to emotional development of the 

students. This report also helps to assess the participation of the student in co-

curricular and extra-curricular activities, which ultimately contributes to the 

holistic development of the student. A separate column for the alumni details of 

the students after they pass out from the college will help to have a track of the 

students. 

 
4. The Practice 

 This practice is launched during the academic year 2017 – 18. 

 The Student Progression Report records the performance of the students in 

internal and university examinations in all the six semesters. 

 It also records the month wise attendance of the students. Every quarterly the 

report is sent to the parents on the basis of this report. 

 This report also includes a column which displays the participation of the student 

in co-curricular and extracurricular activities like NSS, NCC, Sports, Eco Club, 

Vishvambhara etc. 

 There is a separate column to record the alumni details of the students like 

placements or university admission. 

5. Evidence of Success 
 

 This practice is a huge success because the faculty had a clear cut data available 

to assess the progress of the students.  



 This helped in identifying the slow learners and fast learners and thereby helped 

the institution to mould its approach and strategies to help the students according 

to their capacities. 

 Peer learning is adopted according to the capabilities of the students which 

resulted in the students helping each other towards individual and collective 

excellence. 

 Parents too are provided with this information that enabled them to monitor and 

guide their children. 

 Many of our students were able to get set seats in Post Graduation & technical 

courses and few could find the placements.  

 
6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required 

 
 This practice requires the printing of ‘Student Progression Report’ cards that 

involves expenditure to be spent from the Special Funds of the institution. To 

mitigate this problem, the IQAC decided to go ahead with virtual cards for couple 

of years. 

 Faculty are expected to take extra responsibility of updating the report every 

month. 

 
7. Notes (Optional) 

 Student Progression Report is the flagship program of the institution that helped 

as a thermometer to gauge the performance of the student and institution as well. 

This developed fighting spirit among the students and promoted healthy 

competition among them. In three years time the student is able to assess himself 

and thereby alter his approach towards his carrier. 

 

 











VISHVAMBHARA 
 

1. Title of the Practice: 
 
Vishvambhara (Universalization of Telugu language) 
 

2. Objectives of the Practice 
 

 To strive for growth and enrichment of Telugu language and literature. 

 To make efforts to excavate and compile archived literature in Telugu. 

 To make a collection of noteworthy books of Telugu literature. 

 To infuse among the students admiration towards Telugu language. 

 To inculcate Communication Skills and Personality Development skills in the 

students. 

 To mine out the inherent talents and skills in the students. 

 To organize seminars, debates and symposiums to introduce to the students the 

new insights and works in Telugu literature. 

3. The Context 
 

Telugu is the most spoken Dravidian language. It is spoken predominantly in the 

Indian states of Andhra Pradesh, Telangana (where it is official) and in the Union 

Territories of Puducherry (Yanam) and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands by the Telugu 

people. It stands alongside Hindi and Bengali as one of the few languages with primary 

official language status in more than one Indian state. It is one of the six languages 

designated as a classical language of India by the country's government. Telugu ranks 

fourth among the languages with the highest number of native speakers in India with 

6.7 percent at the 2011 census and 15th in the Ethnologic list of most widely-spoken 

languages worldwide. 

But the recent survey shows that, Telugu is not the third most spoken language in 

India anymore; it has been replaced by Marathi. There are 8.1 crore Telugu speakers and 

8.3 crore Marathi speakers. Also, Telugu is the fourth in the list of slowest growing 
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languages at the rate of 9.65 per cent. Hindi and Bengali continue to be the most widely 

spoken languages and the fastest growing, followed by Kashmiri. 

In this context, the team of ‘Vishvambhara’ thought that this is the right time to 

save Telugu language and literature. As English medium education is more prevalent the 

modern generations are least attracted towards vernacular languages. It’s the dire 

necessity of the education system to preserve its language which has been for centuries a 

harbinger of civilization. 

4. The Practice 
 Vishvambhara has a governing body/Executive Body that consists of a President, 

Convener, Chief Advisor, Special Advisor, Secretary, Deputy Secretary and 

Treasurer. 

 The Chief Advisor and Special Advisors would be from among the faculty and 

President, General Secretary, Deputy Secretary and Treasurer will be from the 

students. 

 The meetings of the Executive Body are conducted quarterly, which shall be 

chaired by the President. 

 The activities taken up by Vishvambhara are diverse like, organizing Seminars, 

Guest Lectures, Debates and Discourses to enrich Telugu language and literature. 

 Telangana Bhasha Dinotsavam that is Telangana Language (Telugu)  Day is 

organized every year on  3rdof September. 

 It celebrates festivals like Ugadhi, Bathukamma  andSankrathi which are related 

to Telugu culture.  

5. Evidence of Success 
 This endeavor is a huge success with many of the students coming forward to 

pursue their Masters Degree in Telugu literature. 

 Students were able to learn specialized skills in poetry writing and story writing. 

 It enhanced the quality of imagination and creativity among the students. 

 State level 1st Prize has been secured  in Story Writing category (Telugu) in 

YUVATARANGAM – 2018 & 2019. 

 



6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required 
 

 As English has become the most sought-after language by the younger 

generations, it was difficult to reorient the students towards protection and 

preservation of their mother tongue. 

 After the emergence of Telangana state, much research needs to be done in 

Telangana literature. 

 
7. Notes (Optional) 

 The success of Vishvambhara can be attributed to devolution of responsibility and 

making the students the main stakeholders in this project. This has enhanced the 

leadership qualities among the students and also developed a feeling of 

belongingness towards the project and also towards the institution. 
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Activities

2018 to 2020



VSP official Logo

Dr.M.Manthaiah, convinier of VSP, Cherukuri Madhu,
Genaral Secretary of VSP prasented a book to Dr.K.Prabhu
sir President of VSP (Principal)



VSP General Secretary Cherukuri Madhu and students
inventing the Principal of college and President of VSP
Dr.K.Prabhu sir to Ugadi Usthavam

VSP Chief Advisers P.subhash sir addressing the meeting

Ugadi Usthavam



VSP Chief Adviser Prasanna madam addressing the
meeting Ugadi Usthavam

VSP Special Adviser Hrudaya Raju sir addressing the
Ugadi Usthavam



VSP President Dr.K.Prabhu sir and VSP members

VSP General Secretary Cherukuri Madhu addressing the
Ugadi Usthavam after Panchanga Pravachanam by

Dr.M.Manthaiah sir



Kavi sammelanam in Ugadi Usthavam



VSP members group to VSP Convinier Dr.M.Manthaih



Telangana Bhasha Dinosthavam

Flexi for Telangana Bhasha Dinosthavam

Dr.J.Raja Ram, President of VSP addressing the
meeting



Dr.chintala Rakesh Bhavani sir, Rajya Mandali
Convinier addressing the meeting

The Chief Guest Dr.Venugopal sir and VSP
Convinier Suresh sir and Dr.Chintala Rakesh
Bhavani Sir



VSP Members with Dr.Venugopal sir



Bathukamma Panduga - 2018

.

College Students with Bathukamma

Rajya Mandali Convinier dr.Chintala Rakesh
Bhavani sir and student with Bathukamma's



Prize distribution to winners in the picture college staff

P.Subhash sir and Dr.Chithala Rakesh Bhavani and
students



Sankranti sambaralu- 2019

VSP Members inventing the VSP President & Principal
Dr.J.Raja Ram. In the picture P.Subhash sir

VSP Members with kites



Rangoli compitition in Sankranti Sambaralu



VSP General Secretary Cherukuri Madhu addressing the
Sankranti Sambaralu

College staff



Prize Distribution at Sankranti Sambaralu

(Rangoli & kiting)



VSP Members at Sankranti Sambaralu



VSP First Elections

VSP Convinier Suresh sir and Rajya Mandali Convinier
dr.Chintala Rakesh Bhavani and rajya Mandali secretary

T.Anila (Student)



VSP Convinier Suresh sir addressing the First Elections
meeting

Election superviser & Rajya Mandali Convinier dr.Chintala
Rakesh Bhavani sir addressing the meeting



VSP General Secretary Cherukuri Madhu, Election
controller and Rajya Mandali Secretary T.Anila and
Election officers distribute the candidate requesting
formats to VSP Advisers





Frist Election in VSP

Candidates before the Nominations

Candidate give the Nomination to election officer



After announcing the winners of Election lady
representatives with chief controller of Elections T.Anila,

rajya Mandali secretary



Prathinidhya Mandali

Prathinidhya Mandali meeting pass the new body
resolution and new General secretary and body meeting

condected by Dr.Chinatala Rakesh Bhavani sir. In the
picture General secretary Madhu introduce the resolution



Dr.Ch.Rakesh Bhavani sir give the charge to New General
secretary Swapna. In the picture ex General secretary
Cherukuri Madhu



International Women's day 2019

VSP President and College Principal Dr.J.Raja.Ram sir
and VSP Vice President and Vice Principal Srinivas Reddy

sir addressing the meeting



Ex. General Secretary Cherukuri Madhu addressing the
meeting

VSP Members addressing the meeting



Dasharathi jayanthi sabha 2019

VSP Convinier Suresh sir addressing the meeting

VSP Rajya Mandali Convinier Dr. Chintala Rakesh Bhavani
sir and VSP ex General secretary Cherukuri Madhu

addressing the meeting



Sinare Jayanthi Sabha 2019

Chief Guest Deshapathi Srinivas and VSP President and
principal Dr.J.Raja Ram addressing the meeting

Ok

VSP Rajya Mandali Convinier Dr. Chintala Rakesh Bhavani
Sir addressing the meeting



First Rajaya Mandali Elections
Election controller and Rajya Mandali Secretary Ch.

Vamshi taking the nomination forms from candidates



First Rajaya Mandali Meeting
VSP Convinier Suresh sir,Rajya Mandali Convinier

Dr.Chintala Rakesh Bhavani sir, Rajya Mandali Temporary
President Cherukuri Madhu, Rajya Mandali President

P.Sujatha, Leader of House & General secretary of VSP
N.Swapna and leader of opposition T.Anila and Rajya

Mandali members in the meeting



Sankranti Sambaralu 2020

Rangoli Competitions condected by VSP



Rajya Mandali Convinier Dr Chintala Rakesh Bhavani Sir
win the first prize in kiting

VSP Members distribute the Prizes to students who win in
Rangoli Competitions



Telugu National Seminar in our college

.

VSP Members in the TELUGU NATIONAL
SEMINAR



Total photos of VSP








